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Understanding Noise Pollution
1. Reading activity
Most of us are very used to the sounds we hear in everyday life. Loud music, the
television, people talking on their phone, the traffic and even pets barking in the
middle of the night. All of these have become a part of the urban culture and rarely
disturb us.
However, when the sound of the television keeps you from sleeping all night or the
traffic starts to give you a headache, it stops becoming
just noise and start turning into noise pollution.
For many of us, the concept of pollution is limited to
nature and resources. By definition, noise pollution takes
place when there is either excessive amount of noise or an
unpleasant sound that causes temporary disruption in the
natural balance.

Answer these Questions
1-Write some loud sounds that we hear in everyday life.
2-Dou youn think that traffic can cause us a headache?
3-What causes unpleasant sounds?
4-Is the earth happy in this picture?
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2. Writing Activity
Noise and Noise Pollution definitions.
We can define sound and noise in two different ways:
a)According to scientists:
-Sound is the physical phenomenon caused by a series of regular waves.
-Noise is the physical phenomenon caused by a series of irregular waves.
b)According to our perception:
-Sound is everything that is pleasant to us.
-Noise is everything that bothers us.
Types of Noise Pollution:
a)When there is a loud sound in a short amount of time.
Example: A firecracker, bulldozer
b)When there is a quiet sound that doesn’t stop (white noise)
Example: air conditioning, white noise, a neighbor’s dog barking

3.Oral Activity
Visit this web and tell us the effects of the pollution on Wildlife
and on Humans.
http://www2.mcdaniel.edu/Biology/Eh2003/EH03PPpresentations/2nday
%20talks/noise_pollution.htm
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4.Research Activity

Copy a table like this on your notebook looking for sources that you can find at
your home or in your neighbourhood.
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5.Listening and Cooperative Activity
Listen to this video and, in groups of four, prepare a short oral exposition
about Noise health effects. Beyond annoyance.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPAog1WUWLg

